Name: _________________________________________ Period: ____________ Date: ____________

Collage/paper arts BINGO Challenge (Version #2)
Instructions: Use your studio time to make art using collage center materials. This art should
be done or saved in your sketchbook. When you FINISH a task, show it to MS. G and she will
sign off on it. Keep doing art until you have a BINGO (horizontal, vertical or diagonal.) and/or the
unit is OVER.. OR GO FOR A “Blackout” (all boxes filled) Don’t Lose this bingo card! Turn in

this worksheet at end of Unit for a grade.
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Magazine/book
Word Up
Find letters to
write a
motivational
phrase (2” tall)

Magazines
Food Face
Cut and glue
food pictures to
create a face.

Magazines/book

Book pages
Poem

Cut and glue
different arms,
legs, etc to create
a new person.

Magazines
Landscape
Find colors and
shapes that can
be put together to
make a landscape.

Do a black out
Poem on a book
page and draw
images that go
with the poem.

Tech
Digital Collage a
meme about
school or art
room rules.

Tech

Tech

Learn about a
collage artist and
write a short who,
what, when,
where, how
paragraph.

WATCH a short
video showing a
collage technique
and DO the
technique.

Tech
Personality

Tech
Create a 5
question Kahoot
quiz on Collage
Vocabulary.

Tech
Use pixlr to
make a
“surrealism”
digital collage.

Collage
worksheet

Artsonia
Add a title and
statement to a
COLLAGE
artwork that is
on Artsonia.
Colored Paper
Origami
Fold a complex
origami animal.

Combination
Make a multipanel collage
that tells a story.

Colored Paper
Paper Mask
Make a mask
with a variety of
paper sculpture
techniques.
Tissue Paper
Sunset
Create a layered
tissue sunset.

Original Character

Finish Your collage
vocabulary
worksheet before
you begin!

Colored Paper
Make an
abstract collage
using only
ORGANIC
shapes.
Combination
Landscape
Make a landscape
using more than
one type of
collage papers

Make a digital
collage of the
people and things
you like. (include
YOUR picture)

Artsonia
Have Ms. G take
a picture to
upload your art
on Artsonia.

FREE CHOICE
Make a collage
that isn’t on
chart.

Colored Paper
Landscape

Colored Paper
Make an
abstract collage
using only
GEOMETRIC
shapes.
Combination
Cityscape
Create a city
scene with a
variety of
papers.

Cut or tear shapes
create a
landscape.

Tissue Paper
Flower
Create a 3D
tissue paper
flower.
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